# Social Media Marketing Packages Comparison Table

## Social Solo
- **Price**: $89.00* per month
- **Rating**: Entry Level
- **Description**: Social media plan to keep your social profiles updated.
- **Posts**:
  - Monthly: 14 posts in total
  - 1 Social Media Profile
  - 04 Business Posts + 10 generic posts
- **Services**:
  - Setting up the Account on the Dashboard
  - Access to Social Profiles
  - Basic Editorial Calendar for 14 posts/month
  - Basic Level Post Images
  - Publishing content on Social Profiles
  - 50+ likes on Facebook Fanpage
  - Basic Weekly & Monthly Reporting
  - Increase in Engagement
  - Replying to comments

## Best Deal
- **Price**: $112.00* per month
- **Rating**: Entry Level
- **Description**: Targeting 2 social media profiles, this plan is great for businesses looking to post engaging content by updating their profiles regularly.
- **Posts**:
  - Monthly: 18 posts in total
  - 02 Social Media Profiles
  - 08 Business Posts + 12 generic posts
- **Services**:
  - Setting up the Account on the Dashboard
  - Access to Social Profiles
  - Advance Editorial Calendar for 18 posts/month
  - Advanced Post Images
  - Publishing content on Social Profiles
  - 100+ likes on Facebook Fanpage
  - Advanced Weekly & Monthly Reporting
  - Increase in Engagement
  - Replying to comments

## Standard
- **Price**: $224.00* per month
- **Rating**: Moderate Level
- **Description**: Targeting 3 social media profiles, this plan is great for businesses looking to share a higher number of engaging business posts to their audience.
- **Posts**:
  - Monthly: 36 posts in total
  - 03 Social Media Profiles
  - 14 Business Posts + 24 generic posts
- **Services**:
  - Setting up the Account on the Dashboard
  - Access to Social Profiles
  - Comprehensive Editorial Calendar for 36 posts/month
  - Creation of Appealing eye catchy images
  - Publishing content on Social Profiles
  - 150+ likes on Facebook Fanpage
  - Detailed Weekly & Monthly Reporting
  - Increase in Engagement
  - Replying to comments

## Premium
- **Price**: $337.00* per month
- **Rating**: Advanced Level
- **Description**: Targeting 4 social media profiles, this plan is great for businesses looking to increase engagement and brand value by sharing relevant business information and interesting content.
- **Posts**:
  - Monthly: 50 posts in total
  - 04 Social Media Profiles
  - 24 Business Posts + 36 generic posts
- **Services**:
  - Setting up the Account on the Dashboard
  - Access to Social Profiles
  - Creating customized Editorial Calendar with 50 posts/month
  - Creation of eye catchy images that would match the client's website
  - Publishing content on Social Profiles
  - 250+ likes on Facebook Fanpage
  - Premium Weekly & Monthly Reporting
  - Increase in Engagement
  - Replying to Comments